
Undercover Cop Crossword  

 



Across

3. questions or problems that are difficult to 
face

5. to enter a place or an organization secretly 
especially in order to get information that 
can be used against it

7. enjoy in a disgusting way
9. a continuous harmful increase or decrease 

in something that gradually gets faster and 
faster

10. become alarmingly like the group 
someone from outside joins

12. that cannot be destroyed defeated or 
questioned

13. trap to catch criminals
16. let somebody off a criminal charge
20. cause to become vulnerable or function 

less effectively
22. to accept behaviour that is morally wrong 

or to treat it as if it were not serious
23. to have sex
26. the ability to influence what people do
28. stop a car by the side of the road
30. adjective meaning that a person is 

Down

1. secret information that is collected for 
example about a foreign country 
especially one that is an enemy

2. inform (usually police)
4. making you feel very upset because you 

are very shocked or frightened
6. a plan of things to be done or problems to 

be addressed
8. to make a sudden movement with your 

face or body as a result of pain fear 
surprise etc.

11. a group of people or a system that 
protects a way of life or a belief when it 
seems that it may disappear

12. the people and activities involved in crime 
in a particular place

14. the praise and honour that goes with a 
particular achievement or position

15. a narrow opening in something especially 
one that lets light or danger through

17. to become much worse because you do 
not deal with them successfully

18. catch or trap
19. a duty responsibility etc. that causes 

worry difficulty or hard work
20. done in a way that is secret or hidden 

making it difficult to notice
21. short name for the London Police
24. the quality of being mysterious or secret 

that makes somebody/something seem 
interesting or attractive

25. people who are under observation as 
criminal suspects


